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What is the story of the project?
Interethnic and Intercultural Summer Academy «Sources of Tolerance» (hereafter – SA).
The short history of the project in details:
First year of Summer Academy
17.08.2011 – 27.08.2011 at Vadul-lui-Voda,
Chisinau municipality.
In the program were involved 80 teenagers in the age between 12 and 17 years old and
21 members of project team from Bulgarian, Gagauz, Jewish, Moldavian, Roma, Russian
and Ukrainian ethnic communities. The participants from Bulgarian, Gagauz and Roma
communities were from locations of compact residence of each of these groups.
The program concept of «The Sources of Tolerance» was developed in 2002 by Ukrainian
NGO Congress of National Communities of Ukraine and was piloted first time in Moldova.
The efficiency of the program was highly estimated by Ukrainian and international scholars.
The project was initiated by team of volunteers from Tolerance club of Jewish Center
«Kedem», Congress of National Communities of Ukraine and Euro-Asian Jewish Congress.
The Bureau of Inter-Ethnic Relations and the Ministry of Education, Department of Youth
and Sport gave its recommendations for participation and helped with contacts of ethnic
communities.

The main direction of the program was focused on development of interethnic, intercultural
and interreligious dialogue. One of the leader of Bulgarian community, who helped us
with invitation of participants, shared with us after month impressions of teenagers: «They
almost every day watched photos from your site and advised your program their friends and
peers. They asserted that it was useful because they got knowledge about other cultures
and met their peers, representatives of another cultures».
Second year of Summer Academy
19.08.2012 – 30.08.2012 at Vadul-lui-Voda,
Chisinau municipality.
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In the program were involved 98 teenagers in the age between 11 and 17 years old and 27
members of project team from Armenian, Bulgarian, Gagauz, Greek, Jewish, Moldavian,
Polish, Roma, Russian and Ukrainian ethnic communities. The participants from Greek and
Armenian communities were involved actively first time and only this year.

On the second year of the project, we started our cooperation with UNCHR and due to
them involved in the program children from refugee families.

The program was addressed to active acknowledgment with the culture of other ethnicities,
raising of discussion of topics on identity in the modern world and shaping of interethnic,
intercultural and interreligious tolerance.

Third year of Summer Academy
10.07.2013 – 21.07.2013 at Vadul-lui-Voda,
Chisinau municipality.
In the program were involved 81 teenagers in the age between 10 and 17 years old and
23 members of project team from Bulgarian, Gagauz, Georgian, Jewish, Moldavian, Polish,
Roma, Russian and Ukrainian ethnic communities. The project was widespread and group
of participants from Ukraine and Georgia were involved in the project.
The cooperation with UNCHR continue and the cooperation with Embassy of Poland was
started – participants from polish community came to the project from around all Moldova.
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The priorities of the course became widen, we shaped project’s aims as development
of interethnic, intercultural and interreligious dialogue, the spread of learning about
Moldovan’ society diversity and world at all, combating xenophobia and development of
active citizenship.

One of the project’s visitors during the course was the group of 27 volunteers from Moldova,
Georgia, Azerbaijan, Latvia, Denmark and Romania. They made a visit in the frame of exchanging of
experience through the program «Youth in action». Volunteers, who had opportunity to observe the
program of course during the day, were excited and one of the participant from Denmark shared with
us her opinion: «Majority consider that Denmark is leading country in EU for sharing of democracy
values and efficient integration of minorities. However, I do not know in Denmark anything similar to
your project of non-formal intercultural education. It’s lack of the program like this which could afford
to share cultures and values of each other between the Danes and ethnic religious minorities».
Fourth year of Summer Academy
3.08.2014 – 13.08.2014 at Vadul-lui-Voda,
Chisinau municipality.
In the program were involved 81 teenagers in the age between ten and seventeen years
old and 25 members of project team from Bulgarian, Gagauz, Jewish, Moldavian, Polish,
Roma, Russian and Ukrainian ethnic communities. The first alumni of the project became
part of educators’ team this year; they noticed that SA is valuable for them as the space for
dialogue between representatives of different cultures and ethnicities.
Because of the conflict war in the neighboring Ukraine, the priorities of the program was
directed to the human rights aspects and personal stories, which emphasized dignity and
humanity in the frame of main agenda – intercultural, interethnic tolerance and dialogue.

Fifth year of Summer Academy
26.07.2015 – 06.08.2015 at Vadul-lui-Voda,
Chisinau municipality.
In the program were involved 82 teenagers in the age between ten and seventeen years
old and 24 members of project team from Azeri, Bulgarian, Gagauz, Jewish, Moldavian,
Polish, Russian and Ukrainian ethnic communities.
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Because of the escalation of war in the neighboring Ukraine and informational propaganda
around it, the priorities of the program was adopted to the group of internally displaced
persons and refugee from Ukraine, who participated as well in the course of the program,
taking into account their traumatic experience.
The program of Summer Academy was built around the world-changing speech of Martin
Luther King «I have a dream» and gave idea to participants that we could share cultures and

values with each other, but we also could become the agents of changes in our schools,
communities, locations, regions and country.
We shifted focus a bit from receiving knowledge and skills in the intercultural dialogue,
human rights and non-discrimination to thinking and planning actions in alumni
surroundings, getting experience outside of the project and becoming active guides of
these values in their communities. Except days of cultures we added in our program «Day
of social changes», which was dedicated to the work of different NGO in Moldova who
were working with topics of diversity and non-discrimination, we invited leaders of these
NGO to present their work and to inspire participants on action.

The participants shared with us their dreams:
«I have a dream that once stereotypes and prejudices referred to one or another ethnic group
will be history»
«I have a dream as a citizen of this country about justice and equality in Moldova»
«I have a dream as a citizen of Moldova that people do not leave this country
and become inspire about how to make prosperity in Moldova
and how to live and work together»
The active members of team and Tolerance Club registered own NGO Informal Education Center
«Diversity» and first time officially realized the project from side of the Center.
Sixth year of Summer Academy
18.07.2016 – 29.07.2016 at Leordaya village,
Calarasi district.
In the program were involved 80 teenagers in the age between eleven and seventeen years
old and 25 members of project team from Azeri, Bulgarian, Gagauz, Jewish, Moldavian,
Polish, Roma, Russian and Ukrainian ethnic communities, plus group of refugee teenagers
from Syria and Uzbekistan.

The program of cultural days was strengthened by new formats, the program of the
«Day of social changes and active citizenship» was redone by invitation of leaders of NGO
who implemented effective and attractive initiatives as Human Rights documentary festival,
eco-actions, street-art and urban changes, electronic magazine about different topics
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The main goal of the project became promotion of inclusion of young people from ethnic\
religious minorities in civic society through the new educational approach based on
intercultural dialogue, human rights, work with post-conflict memory and critical thinking
targeting Moldavian mainstream of youth and young activists from diverse cultural and
regional backgrounds.

around Moldova. Our alumni created in small groups ideas of different small initiatives,
part of which they realized after Summer Academy in their communities and schools.

By opinion of volunteer Olga Kucher, PhD in Pedagogy Sciences, who observed all the process
from inside, «main and unique in this project is work of the project team above forming of attitudes and
behavior as model of openness to diversity, respect to human beings, tolerance and non-discrimination.
This project gives space for topics, which teenagers have no opportunity to discuss in school, with
parents or friends – about different aspect of our identity: ethnicity, religion, gender, sexuality, social
or professional status, exc. I see this project on different levels, if we are talking about micro-level; its
effective approach to combat xenophobia in all its appearance, if we are talking about macro-level
this team is creating the human capital for future of this society, country, region and world. It’s like startup for participants, great learning conditions and safe space for personal and citizen development
through knowledge and respect to other people, cultures and human dignity».

How it works?
The 11-days of Interethnic and Intercultural Summer Academy «Sources of Tolerance» during last two
years consist from «Day of tolerance and diversity», «Day of human rights\Day of active citizenship
and social changes», Multicultural days (days dedicated to the culture of ethnic groups participating
in the project).
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The main task of the program:
• Non-judgmental acceptance of each as a representative of his\her culture, region, country and
unique personality.
• Creation of the atmosphere of positive interest to cultural differences while focusing on human
values in each culture – values based approach helps participants to feel respect to everybody’s
story and differences.
• Human rights and active citizenship - special attention to the idea that human rights provide a
framework for negotiating and agreeing standards of behaviour in the family, in school, in the Moldavian
society, and in the wider world and sense of responsibility for one’s own actions, a commitment to
personal development and social change.
• Equal-status contacts – we use peer-guide approach, when one teenager tells important information
about his or her culture \ community \ region to other one; all participants are equal, there are no
official «leaders», everybody has a chance to express her or himself and to play important role.
• Building ideas and bridges for follow-up activities– young participants have willing to share new
knowledge with their peers, family, community’s group outside of course and we will facilitate them
or support their ideas how to realize own input in their communities.

What kind of methods and tools do you use?
During the program we usually applying with different educational tools as Theatre of oppressed and
forum-theatre, Living libraries, video-discussion on Human Rights «Free2Choose», video-discussion
on historical memory «Memory Walk», story-telling and as example our project – Photo exhibition
«Because I live here 2.0».

Is it only about 11-days project?
Usually the Summer Academy is planning for 11 days, but there are circle of activities around the
course to implement it in the most productive way, like:
• Contacts and meeting with representatives of ethnic communities, Embassies and SA partners for
starting invitation of participants and experts;
• Preparing and announcing call with creative task for participants;
• Intensive preparation of team of the project (weekly preparatory workshops during the month and
3-days preparatory training of trainers, organized for the project’s team right before the course);
• Follow-up initiatives of alumni and 3-days evaluation training of trainers.

What about your results?
Interethnic and Intercultural Summer Academy «Sources of Tolerance» project results:
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• The project enhanced awareness on diversity and equality issues, human rights and post-conflict
memory reflection giving the tools and skills to young professionals and young participants of summer
course;
• 502 participants were given opportunity to have a voice in sharing of dilemmas, incidents and
achievements and reflexing about personal stories and story of others during workshops within topics
of tolerance and diversity, human rights, discrimination, conflicts and peace;
• 502 participants were given opportunity to make acquaintance and go deeper in cultures and
history of co-existence and history of ethnic groups, which live for centuries in Moldova – Armenian,
Azeri, Bulgarian, Gagauz, Greek, Jewish, Moldovan, Polish, Roma, Russian and Ukrainian, as well as
cultures of counties of our refugee’ group of alumni;
• The level of intolerance and xenophobia amongst 502 participants decreased;
• 80 members of project team were taught by best practices and key-methods/ tools of non-formal
education to promote intercultural dialogue, tolerance, human rights and non-discrimination;
• 80 members of project team received experience of creating safe space for dialogue of teenagers
and youth of various identities;
• 80 members of project team increased awareness and strengthen their skills in combating prejudices
and preventing discrimination;
• The project developed network of partners who is supporting Summer Academy as experts and
trainers in Moldova, Ukraine, Georgia, Israel, Netherlands, Austria and Germany.
• The educational materials are developing and adopting for project on topics intercultural dialogue,
tolerance, human rights and non-discrimination annually;
• The project was covered by radio\ TV channels, internet-media and newspapers during these years
on local and national levels.

What you consider as your achievements?
Interethnic and Intercultural Summer Academy «Sources of Tolerance» project’s achievements:
• The annual development and empowerment of the program from year to year, paying attention to
Moldovan context and challenges in country and worldwide;
• Project participants who became part of the educators’ team from 2014;
• Positive feedbacks from our partners – community leaders, UNCHR’ team, Civil Rights Defenders
Moldova office team, Euro-Asian Jewish Congress team, representatives of Embassy of Poland
Republic in Moldova and parents of our participants;
• The follow-up initiatives of our alumni, which covered more public, mostly their peers in
acknowledgment with topics of diversity, inclusion and through active participation, decision-making
processes. Only in the year of 2016, the beneficiaries of the project can be considered app. 1150
persons, amongst whom 754 are direct beneficiaries (project team, Summer Academy and followup activities) and more than 400 are indirect beneficiaries (friends, family, community members of
course’ participants);
• Recommendation of Interethnic and Intercultural Summer Academy «Sources of Tolerance» as good
practice to Moldovan authority based on Report of the Special Rapporteur on minority issues on her
mission to the Republic of Moldova, United Nations in Moldova (2016) at p. 10, footnote 11.
• The reference as unique practice of Interethnic and Intercultural Summer Academy «Sources of
Tolerance» in dealing with discrimination and combating xenophobia on the conference of OSCE in
Vienne, October, 2016 by Jan Feldman, Chairman of Antidiscrimination Council in Moldova.
• The invitation of key-leaders of project to share their knowledge and experience with the project on
conferences in Moldova and outside of it.
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